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[00:00:04] Welcome everyone to another results now masterclass. This is Jeff herring your host and 
we're broadcasting live from Arbre north of Atlanta Georgia in the foothills of the North Georgia 
Mountains and our topic for this result. Now masterclass is how to create magnetic marketing 
means that triple your results. Now that triple your results is the lower end of the possibility. I keep 
a conservative in my titles and then we win then we show you what you could really do. Now as 
you can see this is fifth in a series of master classes going to do another one before the holiday and 
then we're going to go to probably pretty much one every 10 days for everybody and then in the 
Insiders group up to five a month spread them out a little bit more. But I want to get the six in and 
start this process and get you guys on board and see what you can really accomplish on these 
shows. So again how to create magnetic marketing means that triple your results wips. I left out a 
word in the the magic of Internet marketing. There it is. Had a great magnetic marketing means that 
triple your results of business and life changing masterclass. That's what I'm about. That's why I'm 
doing this folks. You know I just I see so many talented people in my community and I want to see 
you go out there and change not only your world but the world.  
 
[00:01:43] And that's one of the coolest things that I get to do everyday is work with people that go 
out and help people you know and so because of that I get to make a lot of difference. And that's a 
that's a nice way to do as I was talking before we went live. I was at the call of a funeral would be a 
disservice to the celebration of life witness to the resurrection of a dear dear friend of 37 years down 
in Tallahassee yesterday and his daughter one of his daughters wrote the eulogy. And it just barely 
touched on the huge results and the huge difference this man made. And I think I'll post it on one of 
my Facebook sites because I really want you to see one of my favorite quotes by Harry shapen and 
this is on his headstone in Brooklyn Heights where he's buried. And it says if a man and we could 
put in any one man woman child a man tried to take his time on earth and prove before he died what 
one man's life could be worth. I wonder what would happen to this world. And that's what art lived. 
And you know what I'm going to write some about him tomorrow. That's going to go in there. So 
that's what I want for you guys is a life that makes that big a difference. Today tomorrow and 
always. So we went right ahead. We had a couple of sponsors as always the master class series and 
that is your opportunity at the end of the show. If you're not already in it to be in the master class 
mastermind inciters get all the master classes for free. Plus my mastermind training. With me there 
to coach you and answer your questions all the time. I feel that's cool.  
 
[00:03:41] God bless art and God bless you all back at your field. So that means there'll be an offer 
at the end of this show if and only if I deliver on my promises and I will ask you if I have. And of 
course we always have a charity sponsor. And this week it is Lighthouse Family Retreat something 
Caleb who is here and here in this picture. If you don't notice it's kind of hard to see what he's got a 
big balloon ball and the shirt right there. But how sailor treat worked with families living through 
childhood cancer. And we take them on restorative retreats in the summer and each family or two or 
three families gets to serve one family. So they just get to play and be together and don't have to 
worry about all the stuff they usually have to worry about with Caleb with the kid he befriended and 
the two of us with some kids that hung out with us the little guy. If you'd been on before you know 
on Monday when things started he couldn't swim. 11 years old couldn't swim. I just bothered me. 
So that was my number one goal that week was to get that kids swimming and he was lap in the 
pool by Friday. Next week our charity is going to be a special endowment at FSU. And my buddy's 
name in the school of social work. So I look forward to that. All right let's get going here we've got 
some cool stuff ahead. Now here's a little special treat I'm giving you guys. We usually have a 
Facebook group that goes with these masterclasses.  
 
[00:05:25] Well we are going to have one for this one. And then what I want to do either this week 
or next is I'm going to bundle them all into one giant Facebook group because if we're doing three 



of these or more a month you know there was a Facebook group for each one that would quickly get 
out of hand. And so everybody can can work with everybody and learn from everybody. However 
I'm inviting you guys into a special when you guys get to go into the Facebook group from the 
course from this summer. There was a fundraiser for White House anyway that's that link right 
there. Go over there after join all all the kids and way to go. Gore already over there. I'll get you in 
afterwards. Not now. Kim says that's really smart. Jeff what's really smart. Hey anybody anytime 
any buy says or does something really smart. I don't know what it is. Kim come on. All right. Here's 
what folks who are in this master class Mames profitably defined hey this is going to be so simple 
that you can always use it. And I love profitably defining things means beat other images by 300 
percent magnetic marketing means beat other images by a thousand percent. Huh. Now Gourde. 
Check this out. It's not either or. But listen to this Mimis versus video and the surprising truth. Kim 
says Oh combining all the Facebook groups Yeah yeah that would be crazy to try to keep up with us 
and to your advantage you're going to get to learn from each other.  
 
[00:06:59] Then we're going to go into the favorite part of the show. Let's make it happen. Create 
and publish your own magnetic marketing means right now. The reason that I love this is it's so 
different from what everybody else is doing online. Think about it. I mean face it folks listen just 
webinars not mine of course but most webinars you know there are 20 to 30 minutes of Oh how 
great I am and you can be too if you buy my stuff. And all this fluff and pitch in and you 
desperately listen to an hour hour and a half two hours trying to get something you can use 3-D 
Oculus. I want to go against the grain I want to go deeper and have you guys accomplish something. 
Gourde asked a great question what do you mean by magnetic here. That means attractive. It pulls 
people in prospect pulling and profit pulling that pulls in your attention. Another way to think of it 
Gourde is they stop the scroll whether it's a just Tameem or a video meem or a gif or whatever it 
stops the scroll. We now live in the scroll world. The scroll society people scroll through their 
phones as they scroll through their desktops over and over. I don't ask for shorthands where most of 
you do your scrolling are many of us do our scrum but you want to stop the scroll and get attention. 
Phil's got it well defined to magnetic meaning they come to youvs. you chasing them. A feel good 
definition. Thank you sir.  
 
[00:08:35] And then we're going to talk about your next excessed steps and at the end I want to 
show you a delicious sample platter of the many ways to market with names and I bet with your 
questions they'll be even more than I have lined up. Here we go. K means profitably defined is just 
for words that I want you to remember. Scroll like rabbits on a wheel on anything or get a mean. 
Especially the way we do the magnetic marketing teams. Because I just like anybody can create 
content but it's a skill to create content that converts anybody can create a meem. Grab some picture 
and put a word up there right. It takes a skill to create magnetic marketing means and they are 
defined as a compelling image. With strategic text that's all you gotta remember a compelling image 
and strategic text. What we're going to do and the results now portion of the show is teach you how 
to find compelling images. And actually we've done a lot of that work for you. And how to create 
strategic test text and you can do that yourself based on what we do tonight and you're going to get 
access to some software that does that for you based on a lot of study and we did in researching we 
did a means to go viral and why I so Mames beat other images by 300 percent. In other words a 
little history. As social media moved along and not to social media your blog anything. Hey we 
quickly found because of how visual we are that anything a blog post all the way to a Facebook 
update. We'll get act would get noticed it will stop the scroll more they'll be more magnetic. It will 
sell more.  
 
[00:10:36] It will do all these good things including stopping the scroll. If there's an image included 
right so that's kind of a basic knowledge online now. Right. A fundamental what we found with 
Mames lately by doing them a certain way and even not doing them well this is true they baby 
means beat other images by 300 percent so you can automatically triple your result just by changing 



your images to mean. That's a pretty good return on investment. What if I told you means triple 
your results. We're going to show you that are you going to do that actually on the show. Now 
here's where it really gets crazy. Part 1 and then part 2 Part 1. Magnetic marketing means you beat 
other images by 1000 percent. Here's the most interesting man in the world. I never settle for less. 
That's why I want you to get ten times results with magnetic marketing means. Now you may have 
noticed already all through this master class I'm teaching with means right. And it's pulling you in 
more. It's keeping your attention more. One of the things I've noticed the more and more I teach 
master classes or do webinars with the means the greater the consistent attendance people don't get 
locked in on something else or don't get distracted and they don't leave. It's an awesome thing. All 
right. I'm loving the questions coming in folks and if I don't get to them while we're talking they're 
getting marked and we'll do them in the Q and A high.  
 
[00:12:30] So in other words you can settle for getting three times the results just throw in any old 
meem up there where you can learn how to do magnetic marketing maims and get between three 
times and ten times the results. That's what we're seeing with those of us that are doing it and are 
students OK. Now here's the amazing one. Mames versus video. The surprising truth maims are 
beginning to now and before reveal what they're beginning to do. Right. How many of you just got 
yanked back to a certain time in your life in your memory with this image. With I love Lucy. Right. 
How many of you have that. Kim says me already. How many of you have the theme song playing 
in your head Mary. This is intentional when I do it. Cause when you go Gordo I love Lucy show. 
Yeah. Or he says I love Lucy or area. Phil I got some splain to do when people are feeling nostalgic. 
That's one of the best feelings in the world and it touches a great place in our brain. And if you go 
back and look through old stuff again recently and stuff going forward as you see going forward 
you'll always see one of these that take you back in what I do. On any kind of training because it 
activates that part of your brain that feels good and people that are feeling good feel entertained and 
are laughing are going to subscribe more. They're going to participate more and they're going to 
spend more. Hey great question Gord. Everything I use every source I use picks a day image flip 
and we'll see those in a minute in their OS their terms of service. They give you permission.  
 
[00:14:35] And the people that whose images they use have given their permission to use the 
images. OK. So everything you see me use is royalty free copyright free as long as we stay within 
the terms of conditions. Now some people still get nervous about that. So then I asked Do you have 
a smartphone. Do you have a family. You have a spouse. Do you go outside. Do you have pets. 
There's plenty of images right there. Walk outside and point camera up cloud sun storms trees 
animals. You can use your own names Phil says the cool thing about the nostalgia angle is there are 
images that pertain to all generations yet so you can touch the exact demographic you want yeah 
sure I can do I love Lucy. I could do friends I could do on the big bang theory I could do the 
walking dead. I could do I could do I could do OK I could do programs and I only watch. But I 
know certain age groups do. And so back to our point and we do have one means are beginning to 
drum roll but at another rival in beat video yep the research is showing us that means are beginning 
to rival and b exceed video. Think about it it makes sense that as our attention span gets smaller and 
part of that just human nature and part of that is the Internet. Hey you know videos were good for us 
for people that know what they're doing. Videos are getting shorter and shorter. I mean hang on 
guard it's ok I knew you'd be asking about this. I mean is shorter.  
 
[00:16:32] And what if you did a mean video and just did three slides of a video to make a point as 
you will see very very soon. It's a matter of fact starting right now. OK now Gourde what I want 
you to do is imagine these next three means as separate video slides or done as a video. This is 
becoming a video right now because this is being recorded even as we speak. What I'm about to 
show you is a video. So pay attention and you already are OK. So this is the let's make it happen 
portion of the show and I cannot remember her name from the second Star Trek but here she is. She 
says let's make it happen. Playing off of her boss John Luke. Deanna Troi Thank you Bernie. I 



knew I could count on you guys. OK let's make it happen. Create and publish your own magnetic 
marketing meem right now. Now I paused on purpose because I will take that little snippet and use 
it to advertise the product. This becomes about creating video means so yeah there you go. Gourde 
I'm just touching on it there. We'll do some more because there's gifs in their short videos and there 
is use and means and videos and there's doing what I just did right so you guys roll up your sleeves. 
Get your results now. Clothes on. Because we're going to create and publish either your first or your 
next magnetic marketing team and just three steps now. That's the cool thing about coming to these 
results now.  
 
[00:18:37] Masterclasses because you're guaranteed a result by the end of the show when you play 
along. And the really cool thing is the more these you attend the more results you get right down the 
more these you attend the more results you get. All right. So step 1 and I'm going to do it with you. 
All right. So what I want you to do is tied in Jeff herring dot com for Slash meem wizzard. I think 
that's the redirect I used will soon no no I didn't use that one. What did I use. Well let's just go 
straight to the source because it forwards to here. All right I'll put that in the chat coming at you in 
the chat or you can look right up here in the browser window and copy that Creese you'll get access 
to this. OK. It's a lighter version of our marketing wizard and of course I'm eating my own cooking 
trying to make me text without help. Tell me how is that going for you. And that's in the back part 
of the property on one of our snow days here in north Georgia this last year. All right. So what I'm 
going to do is demo this and then I'm going to walk you through step by step as you do it. Because 
that's going to be step on of our three steps to create and publish. OK. So you just answer an eight 
question skids. What's your main key word phrase. So let's say online entre part Traa Giese Jeff 
printers. No just a singular. So I copy it. And this is oh no no no. I'm getting ahead of myself.  
 
[00:21:01] What's your main key word phrase. OK so let's just talk about what we're doing here. 
Guy results now Master Class guy target audience. I'd already set an online entrepreneur the plural 
is we'll do online entrepreneurs right. That's easy. That saves your fingers. OK. What's something 
your target audience hates. Long boring fluff and I want a couple arsed fluff and pitch webinars. 
What's a result your target audience wants to achieve. Create and and use create and implement 
implement right away. A mistake your audience is making or wants to avoid. Sitting through 
endless fluff and pitch webinars that give them nothing to do. Who is your target audiences enemy 
the here. I love this phrase fluff and Page the fluff and pitch guru. So again saving your fingers copy 
paste the fluff in page gooroos. OK so didn't take long. You guys are going to be doing this in just a 
second. Now when I hit Bill so get you guys excited for where we're headed. My gosh we're only 23 
minutes into this and ready. Craig Mustaf who does that man think he is gay. Oh you hate long 
boring fluff and pitch webinars. I've never heard of that feeling before. Go on. Now look at that. I 
got one word capitalized in one word is lowercase. Somewhere I did that or that's the way it came 
out. Don't see where it changes so I don't have to. OK so another one does not simply create and 
implement right away. You're sitting through endless fluff and pitch webinars. Give them give you 
nothing to do.  
 
[00:23:52] Tell me how great that's going. I said them instead of you. I made a mistake sitting 
through endless fluff in pitch webinars. Gives them nothing to do. No no no no. Personalize. Give 
you nothing to do. And guess what. I can just hit build again give you nothing to do. It saw done 
results now masterclass. It's kind of a big deal OK. You get the idea. All right now let's walk you 
through creating your own. All right by now you should be at this link. It's the Jim Edwards method 
dotcom forward slash meem dash Wizzard dash lite. Give me a minute and I'll just go find the 
redirect. I did. That's just easy for you guys. This won't take but a second. I mean it's just us right. 
Right. Pretty links pretty links. Still every time I see that phrase pretty links the eagle song goes off. 
Pretty maids all in a row. All right. Magnetic meem wizard. OK I forgot to add in that word. OK 
I'm going to put this in the chat to put it up here and see it just redirects to the site where we've 
been. So I'll put that in your chat. So is Jeff Herring. Dot com forward slash magnetic mein wizard 



and his magnetic dashi mean dash wizard guy. So Jeff herring Dakang for Slash magnetic dash 
mean dash wizard. Now we are in part one. I'll even pop back over to the slides to show you exactly 
where we are. For those of you playing along at home. Which better be all of you.  
 
[00:25:54] Yea we are on step 1. See if I had just gone to the place in the slide. There is a link 
Herring. Come on dude get it together. Capitalize your last name camel hump that thing. Jeff 
herring duck com forward slash Mégantic dash me actor wizard. Step 1 try your ego for step 1. All 
right now the first thing we're going to do and I want to do this all together I want you doing it with 
me. OK. It's the best way to get it done let's do it all together. So you guys ready. Give me a ready 
in the Q and if you're ready to do this together please let me know you're out there. It's another one 
of the things I do differently as we interact Gourde and Alexandra aready as his Vicki and Bernie 
and Mark and Kim Mark are you up late again over in the UK. Kathleen and Phil and Joan let's go 
let's go let's go. Phil says roughen reign. So what's your key word phrase. What are you promoting. 
What are the key words in your niche. I remember I did. Results. Now let's do something let's do 
something from one of my old niches. Ok how about couples conflict. How about that couples 
conflict. There we go. It happens every now and then the people right. Who is your target audience. 
Cupples couple or couples. OK so let's do the first three together. The first one is your key word 
phrase which keyword phrase. Now listen you've got access to the software.  
 
[00:27:57] You have it which means if you don't get this perfect you can go back and change it. 
And in our weekly meem show we'll get to do these together later on too. So everything is riding on 
the line tonight. So just put in a key word phrase. I chose couples conflict. Who is your target 
audience. Singular. I chose couple a couple. Who is your target audience. Plural couples. OK you 
guys let me know in the in the chat here when you got these first three done. Your key word phrase 
your target audience singular and your target audience. Plural. Just typing done. Kim is done. Who 
else has done Kim's. Go get her Bernie is done as his Joan as his Gourde. OK cool. Now what's 
something your target audience hates. Think about them. What is something they just hate having to 
do or are or someone they hate are their enemy or just. I mean you know for the 9 to 5 or it could be 
traffic. Right. OK. So what. Something your target audience hates. But if they hate conflict with 
your partner remember personalize it not conflict with their partner conflict with your partner. If 
you want to let me know you're done after you've typed in whatever your target audience hate type 
it into the chat here. Let us see it. What's something your target audience hates. Jones says cravings 
Aega can you get can even say cravings for what in the Wizard Kim says having a crystal eye not 
knowing what to do with it. Ellen says being sick. There you go. Great.  
 
[00:30:12] OK. So we're going to move on. What's the result your target audience wants to achieve. 
And I so positive solutions. Two conflicts and avoiding conflicts all together. Let's really go pie in 
the sky here. Right. So spell properly Jeff positive solutions to conflicts and avoiding conflicts all 
together. How about free all with the result your target audience wants to achieve. One of the 
beautiful things I like that you regain control of your eating. One of the beautiful things about the 
way we design these wizards is just by answering these questions. It makes you a better expert in 
your niche because you have to dig deep and know them to answer these questions. Kat let me 
know that you're done with what's the result your target audience wants to achieve. Just type done 
or what the result as Kathleen says less stress. Hill says done. OK. Verini says done. You guys are 
rockin Kim's done cool. Let's get going here. What's a mistake your audience is making or wants to 
avoid. And many of you all can relate to this finding to be right no matter what or no matter the cost 
to the earth. That's better fighting to be right no matter what is good fighting fire fighting to be right 
no matter the cost to the relationship. Now I know no one is here. No one here has ever done that 
fighting to be right no matter the cost to the relationship. K how about you guys either let me know 
when you're done Jeffrey or typing what you have.  
 
[00:32:24] What's a mistake your audience is making or wants to avoid. Kathleen being in control 



of everything all the time. How exhausting. Can your target audience be you singular. And then 
what did he use for plural. Yes it can be you Cingular and others could be plural. Others like you 
OK. So let me know when you're done with this one. Vicki says being repetitive OK using the 
wrong Crystal says Kim. OK good. All right. Anybody else want to type in what they did or let me 
know. They're done. We only got two more questions. One is a singular one is a plural. This hard or 
what Phil says believing they can't compete with the big box retailers. Yeah. Burnie's good. Elam's 
done. All right. Who is your target audience is in the ME. Hey the average marriage counselor. This 
is true folks. Most of them call themselves marriage counselors but they've never ever had any 
coursework and they just got a degree. And then we'll say average and because we're talking 
couples and not just marriage the average couple couples counselor and then we can say average 
couples count. So Lorimer's. So again your target audience is Inami singular and plural Jim says a 
person who says you need special abilities to use crystal say every Netsch has their enemies. When 
you can gather your tribe around you against the same enemy you're building a more tight unit. 
You're also letting them know that it's not their fault. There's people out to make them not 
successful. Because you know what the average couple's counselor does.  
 
[00:34:47] They do individual therapy with a with the audience and focus on the individual and not 
the relationship. And there's a payoff to that because individual counseling takes after the divorce. 
You're going to work with one or both. And that takes longer than fixing a relationship. When I was 
a couples counselor sessions I mean I didn't have more than a handful with most couples until they 
were fine individual takes longer. Follow the money folks. So we've got all those dime just eight 
questions major better expert in your niche gave you great content. Now all together all together 
let's build boom. Now look you've got we still haven't changed the word mania. You've got all the 
words you used. Right. And all the answers you gave. Now staying true to our slides because 
everybody knows it's important to stay true to your slides right. I just made that up. That just doesn't 
mean anything. But we do have step 2 right. We're entering into 2 now. Now that I've been to the 
slides have no idea what that means. OK. So we got 13 as you can you can use. And you have 13 
you can use to promote your business to promote your articles your videos your options your 
webinars your products. Oh you hate conflict with your partner. I've never heard of that feeling 
before. Go on. One does not simply OK I would want to change that create positive solutions to 
conflicts and avoid conflicts altogether. You're fighting to be right no matter the cost of the 
relationship. Tell me how great that's going. Couples conflict. It's kind of a big deal.  
 
[00:36:53] Here's to all the couples that make us smile. You keep using that word couples conflict. I 
do not think it means what you think it means. Dammit Jim I'm gonna have to change that. I'm a 
couple not a miracle worker. I'm part of a couple. You get couple of conflict. You get a couple 
everybody gets. What exactly is couples conflict. So you're telling me I can create positive solutions 
to conflict and avoid conflicts altogether. Yup what if I told you couples conflict is an easy couple's 
conflict. It's a barrel of laughs. Got couple of conflict. OK let's do this one just for kicks and 
giggles. OK so let's all go down to the bottle or take us back to early days of movies. Let's go to the 
lobby. Let's get to the bottom line. Got whatever your keyword phrases you we're going to click. 
Now watch this is important. You click copy. Now you've just copied those words. And you click 
on the first one and it gives you a different series of compelling images. To choose from. Now some 
may be more Kimbell compelling than others. OK I like this one. Hey. So what we did is we just 
chose an image play along now. Now you're going to caption it more you copied. Now you're just 
going to pay it in there on my Mac does control the. I forget what it is on a PC but some of you 
guys can let us know. OK. And the second part I want to go on the bottom.  
 
[00:38:45] I just copy delete it and put it on the bottom. And there is my main ready to go. Got 
Cupples conflict now in that a cute way to ask with the cute little girl from a TV show. We're 
getting there Joan. That's part three. Calm yourself woman chose one of my insiders. That's right. 
And she's with her like that. Now there's a couple of ways to copy this and paste. Right. You can 



pay to ninety nine a month to get the watermark removed. OK and hit remove image flip watermark 
and then hit generate. Here's what I do again on my mac. Will be different. Jones says you know I'm 
a digital dimwit Jeff. I'm staying at the beginner's level here John you were into a bunch of these 
Fidor. I come over here and I hit command shift and number four and I screen capture this whole 
thing. Now that is in my screenshots. OK. So let's do another one together. Now the first one is just 
one of those very very popular ones. Oh you hate conflict with your partner. I've never heard of that 
feeling before. Go on. Now let me ask you something. Those of you that are part of a couple that 
have ever had a conflict. If you saw you having seen the meem yet but if you saw a good image 
with those words oh you hate conflict with your partner. I've never heard that film before. Go on 
with that stop your scroll. Yea or nay in the Q and A Sherwood mine.  
 
[00:40:52] UGA guy so again we're good for all of us whatever your niche whatever your words 
whatever you chose we're doing the very first one. When I get my scroll on it's onset scam. J. So for 
every single one of these kids you hit copy and those words are now copied to your clipboard so 
you can pick X X and they now try to see image flip and pick them at the same time. You can go to 
pics a. I like image flip I go there first. So look you've got the wizard creating the language for you. 
Now we've already chosen a bunch of memes for you. So we've got Brian Williams We've got 
Willie Wonka. We've got what you're talking about Willis. We got Bruce Willis. We got all kinds 
of stuff all the way and up to and including Braveheart and Willie Nelson that's just one page. Hey 
where's the one I like this one yeah because he's looking at you. Right. So Joan in case this is what 
you're asking about now you've copping it. Remember you copping it here. Yeah hit copy right 
there and you've copied those words. Now we're gone to the image and you click on capture this 
meem and all you do is whatever you do on your computer to paste on my Mac has control the but 
that's the whole thing that's too long. The second line I'm going to copy it. Control C delete it the 
delete key. And then I'm going to paste it down here right now. That is a scroll stopping me. Now 
you have 13 of them here.  
 
[00:43:03] Kids we're going to take this one and we're going to show you how to publish it. 
Because this will I want you to get a quick result right. So now oh you hate conflict with your 
partner. I've never heard of that feeling before. Go now. Now I like to play with the colors. I like 
them the match the background so I'm going to go over here and just click there. Get this controls 
the details of those words. When I click there and I want to choose purple to match below. And if I 
want to I can even play with that and get closer to that purple. It's down below I'm all human. 
There's a color picture that you can use later. I'm not going to use now but to make that stand out 
more I can change the outline from dark to white. Oh you hate conflict with your partner. I've never 
heard of that feeling go on get with that yellow in the background. I'll choose yellow. And I think 
that would be better with a white background to and I was wrong. So we'll go back to the black 
background. OK. So that's more in dealing with the colors. OK. So step one. You answer those 
eight questions and hit build. Step two. You come over here sort of step two. You pick the men you 
want to use the language. What we call mean language patterns. As we study the ones that make 
things go viral. And now we want to copy this again on my Mac control shift.  
 
[00:44:58] The number for somebody using a PC type in how to do that in case somebody doesn't 
know. So now that is copied to my wherever tech things get copied to show you in a minute. Think 
of the word clipboard. Goodness. OK. Now you've got your meem created and copied if you've 
created your meem and copied it. Just say yes. And the checks are done. You saved you the folder 
you want. That's great. Kim says she clicks the left mouse button in select Save Image. There you 
go can work Gordon answer that one Q and A Elin's are already uploaded on Facebook. You 
overachiever. And if you haven't done it yet that's OK you can go back and do it later again. You 
know you could have access to this video tomorrow. And you got access to the software now so you 
can play with it over and over. Hey again staying true to all the work I did on the slides. I'm being 
totally facetious folks. Step three is publishing the booger was published the Bogere Helen already 



has got way ahead of us. Sir I want you guys to get this right. I'm going to go over to my meem 
marketing secrets. Some of you are already asked to join while we're here. Right. I bet if I refresh 
this little bugger it will show you guys because I saw some of you coming in at the beginning of the 
show go to discussion. Here we are. There's Sue and there's Gourde there we go. All right. So what 
I want to get a hit photo or video.  
 
[00:47:23] Photo or video board either one screen shots come up when you click on that and I'm 
going to say ever catch yourself saying things you don't even believe. Just to win and argue I'm 
meant are you met with your partner. Everybody it's honest says yeah that's me. Check out the 
solutions and the link. And the first comment. Now can I just give them the link right there of 
course. Why my saying Check it out in the first comment. So they'll consume the rest of the mean 
and of course go by the mean. Right. Not as in purchase but look past. Look through it. So I want to 
hit post day ever catch yourself saying things you don't even believe just to win an argument with 
your partner. Now imagine if that's all you saw just text. What's going to get your attention. That or 
this. Oh you hate conflict with your partner. I've never heard of that before or that feeling of we're 
gone. That's going to be grat and the links going to be given to a partner. Back when I was a 
couple's counselor and that relationship column every week in the paper. So many people came in 
saying my wife or my husband or my partner my boyfriend my girlfriend put your column under 
my pillow. That's why we're here. You save the image. You copy the image gourd and wherever it 
goes to whether you saved it at whatever file you save it to you just go and get it from there.  
 
[00:49:49] Like what I did was I use it here and then I could go to my screenshots I could go to my 
current projects and pull one you just save it to a file and then go get it to add it here. And this is 
just on Facebook. Now here's as promised here is your link. And at sea would call it htp. There 
would be a link here. Folks but this is dot com. OK. And there you put the link. Hey. So this could 
be to give away this could be to a product. This could be to a video this could be to a Web an artist 
coming up. Kim says like the one I made on canvas because that was for current project the crystal 
means or for a project that is still under wraps. OK so now you've got it all right. So when you have 
posted this somewhere Kim says grab the domain now. Yeah right. And all the misspellings when 
you have posted your meem anywhere Facebook insta Pinterest your blog. Just say Don Goertz says 
I love the philosophy humor combined with the marketing angle. I wish I thought this way more 
naturally. I loved your comment. GORE It does pull people more. Hey you'll get used to it. You'll 
develop it because we've set this up for you to develop it with practice. Kim's done an Elam's done. 
Awesome. OK. Now if you're not done with these three steps that's OK. You can ask that in the in 
the Q and A and maybe we'll have time. And if not we'll do more in the Facebook group. And you 
can practice with this guy. I would post it to your own Facebook group board. Certainly you can 
post.  
 
[00:52:28] I would first make that a Two-Step first. Post it to your own facebook for obvious 
benefits and then let us know in the in our Facebook group. What you did Cucu sir if you haven't 
done it you got access to the software. And what I recommend is knock yourself out with that 
software. Get real familiar with image flip and I've just shown you a slice of what you can do. It's 
it's fun. It addictive. All right. So back to the site and not just in honor of the slides. We are back to 
the site. So we did step three. So I know there's still stuff coming up. You got to remember there's 
still stuff coming up about the lovely sample platter the delicious sample platter of other ways you 
can use these so far have I delivered yea or nay in the Kewanee please so far have I delivered. 
Thank you for all those yeas and yesses you know. As always and yaps. Thanks guys. All right. So 
what I want to show you. Is how to get more results just like this all the time not just on these shows 
but every day. Thank you D. With what you do and Kathleen. Here we go. You've just been a part 
of a results now masterclass. And do you like that. Now a clock. Results now masterclass again 
most webinars you got to listen for the little bit of detail they're going to give you. And then go to 
try to figure it out yourself or spend big bucks.  



 
[00:54:24] 500000 two thousand dollars for some course that you're left hanging with right. And 
hopefully get some results later. I like now. Now is always the best time. So it's now a clock results 
now master class now. You heard me alluded this before but now we got our buddy Oprah in here 
who says the more masterclasses you attend the more results you will get the more masterclasses 
you attend the more results you will get. It's true now by using Oprah. Of course I'm using a 
familiar person it's a compelling graphic because there she is in bright red yelling Hey. But aren't 
they also borrowing on her authority and her popularity. And why the heck not right. Ain't nothing 
wrong with that. That's true folks write that down. The more master classes you attend the more 
results you will get. Now I'm going to show you how to get all of them Kathleen for free. By 
combining two really cool groups into one and providing you with the one stop shop for your online 
needs here we go. Every master class comes with the Master Class video training that we're in the 
middle of and therefore the reply should have access to forever the unedited transcript for those of 
you that like to consume by text and mark those babies up the master class template you will get a 
template for how to create these beams and what to put where the master class. Many Wizzard 
where appropriate. Not every master class will have a wizard. This one does. The Master Class 
checklist so you can make sure you've covered all your bases and dotted all your T's and crossed all 
your eyes.  
 
[00:56:49] I messed that up on purpose as we mix our metaphors. The Master Class universalize 
taken the information and chunking it down into manageable consumable chunks. The Master Class 
ebook and the master class Facebook mastermind. The package you get with every one of your 
masterclasses you've got it all for the backstage pass later on this will be somewhere between 97 
and 97 product. If you are listening to this later on and you came in in 97 and 97 and didn't get the 
backstage pass sorry kit make sure you get the next backstage passes or get them all that we're 
going to show you next. So is the master class mastermind insiders are really the results now Master 
Class mastermind. Insiders here I can change that again through the magic of the Internet. Results 
like that results now things get. Here's everything you're getting with the master class portion of this 
your permanent backstage pass to all the master classes three to five master classes a month. I may 
do. I mean I'm going to take it down to three a month for everybody at 37 but for everybody on the 
inside you're going to get three to five the master class live training the unedited transcripts the 
checklist the template or templates ebook the wizard where appropriate. Now for those 37 148 for 
those it 97 is 388 and they're going to be on all things about the Internet Marketing Content 
Marketing having a successful mindset psychological edge is what I call bringing in my former 
background as a counselling psychologist that no one else that teaches this on line has relationships 
parenting stressed goals motivation change and more.  
 
[00:59:24] And you guys get to suggest what you want to know. If I can't do it all either learn it so I 
can do it or I'll bring in someone that does because I all have a friend or a colleague or someone 
who does so conservatively that's 388 a month. Right. And that's just on the masterclass side. Now 
let's take a look at the mastermind side guy so it's master class mastermind right. I've combined the 
master class with my ongoing mastermind that allows you to get this all this training sessions that 
we do every week often on a separate subject from the master class. And also I'll go deeper on a 
master class subject in the mastermind and a Q and A session. We do Q and A differently swi 
insiders are spelled differently and it's not a typo. Instead of just giving you an answer to your 
question we'll answer your question in a way that builds your business around the answer. Huge 
difference. Who wants to be in a hot seat when you can be in a spotlight consult or will take a piece 
of your business. Focus on myself and the group the mastermind and make it even better and give 
you a list of things to implement right away even on training. Group coaching sessions where I'll 
bring in other experts to teach you what they know. Exclusive Facebook mastermind separate from 
all the others. Great place to be great creative intelligent generous people. The psychological edge. 
All my background helping you get focused get unstuck. Deal with the fears that come up when 



you're dealing in this kind of business.  
 
[01:01:27] And there's a couple of them and get past it in a way that sticks. All my other info 
products for free. And all the coming ones. So you'll never be buying one of my information 
products. Again kind of cool. Now when I can create products with my business partners you'll get 
a deal on those you'll get a discount and or rebate back from me when I promote someone else's 
stuff. And again 90 to 95 percent of what comes across my desk you never see because they got a 
lot of criteria besides being dynamite. They got to be willing to come in here and teach you guys 
Exter you got to deal on those two and or rebate Seven Pillars of online success you'll master those 
with master classes and trainings on them the certainty blueprint 21 steps to making your success 
simply certain every single student that's completed all of those has been massively successful. 
Master Classes in training when each one. Add all that up kids. It's a four thousand nine hundred 
eighty two value not just one time a month a month. Now where I went to school went to Park High 
School and Winter Park Florida. Go Wildcats for the 9 82 plus 388 is five thousand three hundred 
seventy dollar value a month. Not just time but a month. And really it be more than worth it. But 
we're not going to do that. We're going to give you a much better Master Class D. If and ONLY IF 
IF AND ONLY IF YOU TYPE right now into the Q and A move that slides you off or empty yes.  
 
[01:03:38] I want to see move that slide or empty yes there is the M TS from Kim now Kim is a 
good participant because she's already in and she's saying SOS D. Here comes everybody else in TS 
who that's slide. Okay I will it's only 100 bucks a month good. That's less than the price of three 
master classes three master classes would be a hundred and eleven dollars a month. There are some 
of you on here that have bought more than 3 out of the next hour of the last 5 master classes which 
means you should go to this link right now. Get on board and save some money going forward. The 
link is Jeff herring dotcom forward slash Master Class dash member. I am placing it into the chat 
even as we speak. Yea so you can type it into your browser from right here. Jeff haricot left Jeff 
herring com for Slash Master Class Dasch member or it's right there in your chat Soulive you would 
click on that just to let me know that is working. That would be awesome. So it's in your chart. You 
can click on it while we go to these other things and there is again everything you can get. I want to 
do the means with a message first. Means with a message. This one is over on our Facebook group. 
Mames with a message let's say you've got a message you want to get out there to help people 
change something. Right. So mean with the message. It's common it's common there are people 
having fun with their means here we go from our member Don Sievert. Here's a meem with a 
message.  
 
[01:05:32] What vape users inhale and soon become addicted to nicotine. Now compelling image. 
Yep strategic text. Yep. What vape users inhale and soon become addicted to nicotine. Everybody is 
thinking those things are fine. They're not. So it's a mean with a message. And look what Don's 
done up here teens are taking up vaping at an alarming rate. I know that to be true with the kids I 
work with without understanding the addiction to nicotine that's involved. The average vapor will 
spend greater than 2000 dollars per year on vape juice and the health dangers have not yet been 
determined. We can help smoke enders or saying people are already responding. Imagine what 
they'll do on his site and have done on his site. So think of the Mames with a message you could 
create. Now this next one. I really really want you to get the genius of it guy. Because this will 
make your life easier and your business more profitable. That's a pretty bold promise. You'll see 
why the second guy these staying true with two climbs is Mayme marketing research right. I'm 
getting ready for the next Sunday night masterclass on creating free opt in offers. Please answer the 
question below I wish my free opted offer would what reach and bring it ideal place paying clients 
sell like hotcakes convert 90 percent and get people so excited they share with their friends. So 
those are for things just on this page. People offer me I use them on a lot of pages. Now those four 
things showed up. Listen carefully folks. Those four things showed up in the bullets on the sales 
page.  



 
[01:07:50] For that masterclass how did I know to use them. Y'all gave them to me. Great question. 
Journal entry in the. Because ya'll gave them to me y'all created those questions. They also became 
teaching points on the Wariner. So there were a lot of people who felt like wow Jeff's asking and 
answering exactly what I'm wondering how does he do that. This is how folks so think about how 
you could find a compelling image right. We've all felt this way before and I the template folks is I 
wish my blank would blank. I wish my partner would agree with me more. I wish my kids wouldn't 
vape. I wish my blank would blank K. I wish my opt in my free opt in my free. I wish my free opt 
out offer would. I wish my blank would blank. Hey that's market research that you can use all over 
the place and enter into the conversation already going on in the mind of your average prospect. 
That picture is from. It's either from Image flip Kim or it's from pixel Bay and I'm guessing pics of 
May but it doesn't really matter either one works right. So those are just a sample of two places. 
You could do this before we get the CUNA I promised you a look at some fancy dancy Mames 
branded mames. Right now lately I've just been playing around.  
 
[01:09:59] This is a tonight I do my arm a bit I didn't do my now I did me change that I can change 
that right now and probably increase that traffic because what I didn't do what I didn't do was put in 
my hashtags. Then I can change that on my phone. Real quick like and shoyu give you a little extra 
here. Because it really is a cool little meme I just forgot to put my hashtags in. I'm tired of raising 
OK they're in there now. So let me refresh. Now you can see that in my hashtags I will help. But 
that's from photo Sunia. This is from Cutler. Same thing here. There's been body art at a ball game 
we went to. So I've been playing around lately. Now here's my ongoing branded means. Right now 
write these things down. So that you can do this. This meeting is put together use in a couple 
different tools bit Moji būtM.O. Jay I bet Moji dotcom allows you to take a picture of yourself and 
turn it into stuff like this here. And then using photo a Ph. Oteo a few inI.A. and you'll get all these 
on the replay and the members area I go find this Redwall and I upload this picture. Right. So that's 
it. All my brand new ones. And then I go over to something called type o rama IP Arama no t p t y p 
o r a Amay t IPO are aM.A Gourde losed bit Moji me too and I type in morning motivation alls and 
then Jeff Haring dot com down here and that becomes my template. Everything I did to create this 
branded meem is already done in advance. And then I open it in type drama and I find a quote like 
here's one from Gary V.  
 
[01:12:54] I doubt I execute. I'll take my chances. Every once in a while blow your own damn mine. 
Create every day no matter what. How you answer what you do can change your life. That was for 
one of the master classes. Hey and see how they're all over the place. Creative people feel the same 
fear everyone else does. They just decide not to live like they're afraid anymore. GOFF So that's 
how you can do a branded mean and use it everywhere. This goes out in the morning on Instagram 
usually before I'm out of bed. Then it goes to Facebook and different Facebook groups. Then it 
becomes a mammographic on Instagram. Sometimes it will become an article. On linked in my blog 
or moenia they're a mix of desktop and phone apps Gourde and so little extra therefore you can't. 
Now let's go back to our slide. Some of you are asking Wessling again what's the link again. There's 
the link again. Jeff herring outcome for Slash Master Class dasht member. The link is also in your 
chat folks. These two combine is such a great deal it's a one stop shop and you're going to save 
money. Just with three masterclasses. Now Gourde. I just did that was one great way to repurpose 
your means just walk you through what I do without one right. Starts On Instagram. Then it goes to 
Facebook and Facebook groups. Then it becomes a mean graphic show you an example of that. 
Going over Instagram. I mean the Pinterest has grab you. Here's one.  
 
[01:15:34] I turned that into half of a pen of a pen with a door and a link. Show you some more. But 
in my pins there is another one there's another mammographic right Pinterest marking is kind of a 
big deal. It started here. Here's a link to the Pinterest master class that people are now paying full 
price for. You get it for free as part of the insiders. Here's another way to do it. Here's what I just 



showed you. I showed you that one. No I didn't. I didn't show you this one. But we don't always get 
to pick the parable we're living but we get to pick who we are in the parable and that's just joking 
around the space left and blank and there's a link to a page in my blog. I've never used PowerPoint 
animated templates gored. I think it'll be fun to try that. Now the other thing you can do you could 
take one graphic one image and do a quick little video and just explain it because let me show you 
this. Let's get one of the Instagram things OK. Let's see and see if I did. Yeah OK. So here we go. 
This is on Instagram. There's the quote and then there's a few things I talked about consider a dream 
important tasks. You've let lie dormant make one small thing happen today toward it then another 
and then another. Enjoy the momentum. What I typed. There could be spoken on a quick little 
video. Hey hey are you. As three different slides.  
 
[01:17:58] Now you know what that would be a 5 slide video title slide 3 different quotes and 
exclamation explanations explanations about fear. And then the fifth one will be a call to action. 
Yep you can post animated gifs to Facebook or insta and the really cool thing for it is you can take a 
YouTube video and post it to the Pinterest and it becomes a video. People can watch their OK. 
You've got the you've got access to the mean light. There is a large beam version with hundreds of 
means we put together. And that's a whole different investment in something of Jim's if we're new 
to image. Flip how do we know what to search on. Well Joan for you. Because you deal with food 
addiction. You probably wouldn't go over here and type in parking meters. Would you the park city 
parking meters. Yea and there is one or you wouldn't type in tires. Okay what you'd probably type 
in. Let's try food and good lordK. This could be fun. Right or how about refrigerator or how about 
sugar. Joan what you could do with Alan. Wow. Gourd for all those links. Facebook insta Pinterest. 
Go to my blog Jeff herring dot com. It's Jeff herring dotcom and down at the bottom there's a link to 
all my social stuff. I'm so that's a good one too. Ruining in God's candy with sugar Brown Sugar 
could have some fun with that. Joan knock yourself out over an image flipped folks. Let's try 
something. Freedom Yeah. How about a tank. You know how about the beach. Good Lord how 
about the movie Breakfast Club.  
 
[01:21:37] On and on it goes folks you can have a blast over here. You like that one Joe and the 
sugar lips. Jones already created one. There you go. There you go. I like these fast action takers. I 
sent you that link just now. Gourde to the other product but you'd be better off to come into inciters 
because you get that product and everything else for a hundred for a month instead of a full price 
product. Giving you a better deal. I mean I'll take the 197. But you could get a better deal here 
because you get all of this I want make sure I got all my questions. See how many seconds for a 
video mean. I believe in shorter the better. Less is more. Do I think there's such a thing as 
publishing names too frequently. Or can you just change focus. I do two or three a day in different 
places. And you can change focus. So kids this is all you get. And again some of you just have 
already done this. Thank you. Great. Welcome aboard. Somebody just got to come to a lot of these 
are going to save money. And I'm telling you the ones in the lineup come in are going to blow you 
away. You won't find them anywhere else. And you guys are going to suggest to me that you want 
some you get the permanent backstage master class pass 385 master classes a month.  
 
[01:23:55] The live training and edited transcripts Master Class checklist template ebook wizard 
universal laws on all those subjects 388 volume month mastermind you get all my training sessions 
all my info products the Q and A sessions the consult sessions spotlit council sessions group 
coaching sessions. Facebook mastermind's psychological edge. All my info product for free deals 
and or rebates on cocreator for products and affiliate products. The seven pillars online success the 
certainty blueprint that 49 82 plus 388 53 70 a month value that you guys get for just 100 bucks less 
than three master classes you get all that stuff. Somebody asked me recently Jeff how can you 
afford to do this. Well you know because I'm smart is one of the reasons why. If I had just three 
people paying me 100 bucks a month that wouldn't be so good. Three thirty is better. Three hundred 
is even better. OK. You know my goal is a share my go with you. And we're on our way up here. 



Here's my goal. I even got a domain for this. My goal is a thousand insiders. A thousand people 
doing this. And I believe it's possible. Quickly we're already on the way and think about that for 
you. Think about the advantage for you guys. A thousand people to mastermind with how many 
people could be in your niche. Not competition with you but colleagues that you guys could work 
together you could do all yourJ.V. deals right here in the membership five or seven of them recently 
the beginning of the year. Did it did it tell a summit together. So be smart be one of those people 
today. That's how I can do it.  
 
[01:26:11] That's reason one reason too I shared with you in the beginning of the show I love to see 
people making a difference. And I love to see people successful who keeps me grinning all day up 
early and going to bed with a grin on my face. So we'll wrap this show up. You guys have been a 
great audience laughing and all the right places. Welcome to everybody. This abort. The first thing 
I'll do once we get done here is I'll make sure everybody is connected. I'm pretty dang tired from ten 
hours of driving yesterday. So if I don't get everybody and I'll get you in first thing in the morning 
but I'll do my best to get everybody. And Kim says Thank you Jeff and Gore says Thank you Jim. 
Well tease each other about that because we get called by each other's names but I'm Jeff Jem's the 
other guy. And it's OK or it happens all the time. So go to Jeff herring dot com for its slash Master 
Class Dasch member. It's in your chat. I'll put it in there again. And if you're on the fence. Get the 
heck off because it's painful to sit on the fence thinking about that when we were down on FSU 
campus yesterday. I've still got a scar on the inside of my right hip from jumping over the track and 
field practice field fence and ripped my leg open. Sit on the fence is painful. Kim says Ouch yeah it 
is. Get off and get on. Jeff herring dot com for a slash Master Class dash member so thank you for 
being with us.  
 
[01:28:02] A lot of places you could have been online you chose to be with us and that's always 
always appreciated your replay will be up sometime tomorrow. And then all those other goodies. 
Yes I could have those all for you in advance but I'd rather create them based on what we did. So 
they're even more valuable to you and those we'll be with you tomorrow and the next day. All right. 
So go get this stuff Jeff herring dot com for its master class Dasht member and as always kids go 
use this stuff because as you have seen it flat out works and can create and publish those means and 
we'll see a on the inside and.  
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